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OIL MOVES TO NEW USD400 MILLION LIMIT
Fresh pressure on softening markets – but will captives follow
them down?
At its July 23rd, 2014 Board of Directors meeting, Oil Insurance Limited (OIL)
elected to increase its per occurrence limit from USD300 million to USD400 million
and the event aggregation limit from USD900 million to USD1.2 billion effective
January 1st, 2015. Furthermore, OIL will give its members until January 1, 2017
to move to the USD400 million limit in order to facilitate the adoption of the additional
USD100 million limit into their insurance programs. Atlantic Named Windstorm
(ANWS) limits will remain the same at USD150 million part of USD250 million
with a USD750 million event aggregation limit.
It has now been some four months since we published our annual Energy Market Review,
in which we highlighted the effects of an ever-increasing amount of capital being invested in
both the Upstream and Downstream insurance markets. Since publication, we have received
a degree of feedback from some underwriters, who have pointed out that some insurers will
not be able to bear a continuing softening into 2015, that losses are on the increase and that an
upward turn in rating levels by next year will be essential if the market is to continue to thrive
in the long term.
However, we would suggest that this sentiment may simply be wishful thinking from the
market. There are plenty of signs to indicate that not only are some insurers continuing to
make money, but that a large proportion of the capital that has recently been invested in the
Energy market is here for the long-term. Indeed, it is now entirely possible that the current
soft market conditions may continue to prevail, even if the industry is seriously impacted by
a major hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico or other major catastrophic loss during the latter half
of the year. And with OIL introducing an option to increase members’ any one accident or
occurrence limit to USD400m (see above) competitive pressures in both the upstream and
downstream markets seem to be stoked even further.
Let’s have a fresh look at both the Downstream and Upstream markets and examine their
individual dynamics in more detail.

“There are plenty of signs to indicate that not
only are some insurers continuing to make
money, but that a large proportion of the
capital that has recently been invested in the
Energy market is here for the long-term.”
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Downstream Energy market – softening but not soft

As many readers will know, the Downstream Energy insurance market is much more
heavily dependent on the major composite insurance companies than its Upstream Energy
counterpart. A quick glance at the latest full year results from some of the major composite
insurers suggests that in general terms capital providers are still being provided with a decent
return on their investment:
Company
AIG
Swiss Re
Munich Re
Zurich

Combined Ratio on
Property/Casualty business 2013
98.4%
83.3%
92.1%
95.5%

(Sources: company websites)

For major insurer such as these, their Energy portfolio obviously represents only a small
percentage of their overall underwriting portfolio; so on their own, Energy portfolio results
are clearly unlikely to affect how much capital is being attracted to the parent company.
Instead, the demands of the capital providers to be provided with a return are fuelling
individual companies’ overall premium income targets, increasing competitive pressures and
preventing any upturn in rating levels.

Can insurers sit the soft market out?
Is there anything that individual underwriters can do about this? In theory, it is of course
possible that insurers can simply refuse to follow the market down, preferring to decline
premium income and simply “sit out” the prevailing softening market. However, while this
may have been an option in previous eras, today’s business environment means that such a
strategy is no longer at all viable. Not only would this action lead to lower premium income
and therefore less return to capital providers, but brokers will simply turn the screw on the
underwriter in question by refusing to allow them to participate on the programmes that
matter to them the most. Even the most conservative underwriter will have to retain a bare
minimum of business to keep their spread of risk and their underwriting strategy viable; if
this underwriter were to refuse to participate on the majority of a broker’s portfolio, then they
would run the risk of being deprived of the part of the business they really need to retain.
So Downstream insurers really have little choice but to accept the macro-economic
conditions that are impacting their portfolio, keep their pens at the ready and continue to
underwrite the business, even if rates continue to go down. And because Energy belongs to
a wider Property/Casualty portfolio from a major composite market perspective, the central
allocation of costs will to some extent smooth any particular variations in underwriting
performance in a given line of business.

“Even the most conservative underwriter
will have to retain a bare minimum of
business to keep their spread of risk
and their underwriting strategy viable.”

It’s not all bad news for Downstream insurers…
In any event, are things really that bad for the Downstream market? Perhaps nobody last year had quite forecast the
extent of the fall in reinsurance prices during the course of the last twelve months or so, easing the pressure on the direct
book. Furthermore, the losses that have been reported to our database so far in 2014 are nothing out of the ordinary:
Downstream losses excess of USD10 million, 2014 (to date)
Type

Cause

Location

Country

PD USD

Tank farm/
terminal

Fire + explosion/VCE

Mendoza

Argentina

Refinery

Fire no explosion

Rayong

Thailand

40,000,000 120,000,000 160,000,000

Chemical

Faulty work/op error

Alberta

Canada

22,333,500

72,360,540

94,694,040

83,000,000

–

83,000,000

3,445,000

65,460,000

68,905,000

25,000,000

40,000,000

65,000,000

775,000

50,475,000

51,250,000

180,000,000

BI USD

Total USD

– 180,000,000

Petrochemical Fire + explosion/VCE

Stavropol Krai Russia

Refinery

Lysekil

Sweden

Petrochemical Fire no explosion

Eastern
Province

Saudi
Arabia

Refinery

Mechanicalfailure

Lysekil

Sweden

Gas plant

Fire + explosion/VCE

Washington

USA

25,000,000

10,000,000

35,000,000

Refinery

Fire + explosion/VCE

Pennsylvania USA

28,500,000

–

28,500,000

5,000,000

23,000,000

28,000,000

Fire no explosion

Petrochemical Unknown

Haifa

Gas plant

Ice/snow/freeze

West Virginia USA

10,000,000

10,600,000

20,600,000

Gas plant

Fire no explosion

Wyoming

20,500,000

–

20,500,000

Tank farm/
terminal

Fire + explosion/VCE

Kota Kinabalu Libya

16,000,000

–

16,000,000

Chemical

Collapse

Mishor Rotem Israel

2,000,000

12,000,000

14,000,000

Refinery

Fire no explosion

Ryazansky
District

Russia

13,206,140

–

13,206,140

Petrochemical Mechanicalfailure

Johor

Malaysia

7,700,000

4,300,000

12,000,000

Chemical

Alsace

France

12,000,000

–

12,000,000

Mechanicalfailure

Israel
USA

Source: Willis Energy Loss Database (as at August 1 2014)
Although there have been two losses over USD100m already this year, to date nothing has materialised that would in
any way threaten the downstream portfolio’s overall profitability. Moreover, with refining margins generally down
in comparison to recent years, any potential claims for Business Interruption losses in the next year or so are likely to
be lower than in previous underwriting years. Having said that, we are aware as this Newsletter goes to press of major
downstream incidents materialising in Port Arthur, Texas, in Russia and in the UK and we will be able to comment
more on these losses in our next newsletter.

Some discipline still remains…
During the last truly soft market in the 1990s, a senior insurance broking executive famously commented that
he could send a dog up to Lloyd’s with an underwriting “slip” around its collar and the business would still get
underwritten – the same is certainly not the case today. Notwithstanding the benign 2014 loss record to date, there is
still some measure of discipline remaining in this market. A truly soft market, along the lines of the late 1990s, would
allow brokers to completely dictate the terms and conditions being offered, including lower retentions and much
broader policy forms. To date, we see no sign of this:
	
Retentions are holding steady - we have seen no sign at all that the market is ready to reduce retentions to secure
additional premium income.
	
Policy forms continue to reflect the same cover that has been on offer for the last 10 years or so.
	
Despite buyer demands for improved Supply Chain and Cyber coverage (highlighted in our 2013 and 2014 Energy
Market Reviews) we still see very little by way of any initiatives from the Downstream market to offer anything by
way of new products to generate any additional income.
	
We continue to see “spectacular” broker bids awarded at tender by naïve buyers come to grief in the market, as
underwriters still have to justify their actions to senior management and therefore cannot accept business at
premium levels that will not permit them to reach their overall income targets.

…but maybe no return to technical rating
Having said that, any hopes that some downstream underwriters might have of forcing rates back up to where their
models suggest they should be looks doomed to failure:
	
There is a multiplicity of leadership options for buyers to choose from. Even if the majority of insurers attempt
to push rates back up to technical norms, the likelihood of at least one or two leading insurers still remaining to
compete and today’s pricing levels is very high, especially if capital investment in the industry remains abundant.
Even if the market as a whole was able to insist on technical rating levels being offered, the reality is that there
	
would be little or no buyer demand any more for risk transfer products at these prices. During the last few years,
Energy insurance buyers' budgets and spending patterns have been developed by taking into account today’s more
competitively rated risk transfer products; should these become considerably more expensive in the future, we
at Willis believe that buyers are far more likely to self-insure than approach their management for an increased
insurance budget.
The key driver for the market is therefore no longer the relationship between today’s price and what their models
suggest it should be, but whether or not the price they are receiving for their cover allows them to meet the premium
income targets set by their senior management.

Managing signings a key issue
In the meantime, the key challenge for brokers is how to manage what is rapidly becoming a major problem – the
issue of underwriter signings. Keeping every insurer happy with their “net” participation when there is so much
demand to write a particular piece of business is no easy task; one way in which brokers can continue to generate
competition in the market where there are signings pressures is to simply offer some insurers an increased
participation on a given programme if another insurer decides to withdraw. In this way, brokers can continue to
keep process competitive, regardless of the impact of any future major losses which would in other underwriting
eras have led to rating increases.
As it is, those major losses have not yet materialised. We believe that if they do, there is plenty of “cushion” in this
market to prevent any meaningful rating upswing.

Underwriter movements in the Downstream Energy market, April – July 2014

Underwriter
Raoul Carlos
Tony Hepburn
Mark Johnson
Peter O’Neil
Matt Town

From
Swiss Re
Hardy
Ascot
Aon
Hardy

To
Arch
Ark
Hardy
Catlin
Ark

“Keeping every insurer happy with
their “net” participation when there
is so much demand to write a particular
piece of business is no easy task.”

Upstream market — still making money, but underwriters fear 2015 renewal season
In our April 2014 Energy Market Review, we explained in some detail how a fresh “wave” of underwriting
leadership options was generating significant competitive pressures in the Upstream Energy insurance
market. Since them capacity levels have increased still further by approximately USD150 million following
the entrance to the market of Endurance and Barbican. The extent of the softening has generally taken the
market by surprise; while most underwriters accepted our premise of the increased leadership options, what
many had not anticipated or appreciated was the extent of this competition and the effect on the pace of the
softening dynamic.
Upstream capacity versus rating levels, 1993-2013 (as at Q1 2014)
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N.B. “ Upstream Property” – combination of ET/EC/EM/EN Audit Codes
“OEE” – combination of EW, EY and EZ Audit Codes
In reality, as we explained in April a dramatic softening of market conditions has been on the cards for some time;
as the Lloyd’s figures in the chart above indicate, in general terms the Upstream market looks to have made money
ever since Hurricane Ike in 2008. Now that the premiums and claims figures for 2009-12 have become almost fully
mature, we can see that none of the Lloyd’s Incurred Ratios for Physical Damage or OEE business have breached the
magic 80% figure, a level at which underwriting profits can be deemed to have been secured. At this stage, the figures
for 2013 are probably too immature to be germane; however, nothing in our database to date suggests that the final
ratios for this year will also not be above 80%.

“At this stage, the figures for 2013 are probably too
immature to be germane; however, nothing in our
database to date suggests that the final ratios for
this year will also not be above 80%.”

Loss record continues to be benign
Meanwhile, the benign loss patterns of the last two years seem to be continuing into 2014. To date there are only
thirteen loses recorded above USD10 million, and only one above USD100 million (see chart below). Even by recent
standards this is an exceptionally benign record to date, although of course we recognise that there is considerable
potential for this loss record to deteriorate as the year progresses and more losses are reported into our database.
Upstream losses excess of USD10 million, 2014 (to date)
Type

Cause

Country

Land /
Offshore

PD USD

OEE USD

BI USD

Total USD

Rig

Blowout

Mexico

Offshore

100,000,000

–

4,500,000

104,500,000

Platform

Piling operations

Mexico

Offshore

95,147,421

–

–

95,147,421

Pipeline

Anchor/jacking/
trawl

Norway

Offshore

63,000,000

–

–

63,000,000

Well

Blowout

USA

Land

–

50,000,000

–

50,000,000

Rig

Fire no explosion

Nigeria

Offshore

47,000,000

–

–

47,000,000

Rig

Blowout

USA

Land

22,000,000

–

–

22,000,000

Well

Blowout

Benin

Offshore

–

20,000,000

–

20,000,000

SBMetc.

Piling operations

China

Offshore

18,000,000

–

–

18,000,000

Plant

Mechanical failure

Peru

Land

5,500,000

– 10,000,000

15,500,000

Well

Blowout

Pakistan

Land

–

14,000,000

–

14,000,000

Well

Blowout

Egypt

Offshore

–

12,000,000

–

12,000,000

Rig

Blowout

USA

Land

8,500,000

3,000,000

–

11,500,000

Platform

Faulty work/
op error

USA

Offshore

10,000,000

–

–

10,000,000

Source: Willis Energy Loss Database (as at August 1 2014)
However, this encouraging loss record cannot disguise the continuing drain on underwriters’ premium income
levels, caused essentially by:
	
Lower rating levels
	
Less construction activity
	
Pressure on signings
	
More participation on the portfolio by captive insurance companies

Construction market also softens
The loss of Construction income in particular has hit insurers’ revenue base quite significantly. With the number of
projects down on the last two or three years (the uncertainty relating to the execution of the South Stream project in
the Black Sea has not helped the situation), competitive pressures have been exacerbated, not only by the introduction
of some USD460 million of additional capacity in 2014, but also by Endurance and Barbican’s entrance into the
market. Over the last 12 months, Construction All Risk rating levels have therefore in some instances reduced more
than their Operating counterparts, as loss records remain favourable and as insurers look to every possible way of
augmenting premium income levels and brokers take advantage of alternative leadership options.

Gulf of Mexico Windstorm income eases pressures for some
Meanwhile, for the moment the Gulf of Mexico windstorm (GOM wind) portfolio continues to support Upstream
premium income, although this part of the portfolio is by no means written by the entire market. Certainly the
GOM wind renewal season produced lower than average rating reductions of approximately 10% or so; it remains
to be seen whether the main market leaders in this class are likely to feel confident enough in their windstorm
premium levels to chase additional premium from other parts of the portfolio, or whether they will feel that they
need to compete less because they are already assured of their GOM wind premium income. In any event, no
leader in the market can afford to rely too heavily on their GOM wind premium income to ensure a successful
underwriting year.

Not yet a truly soft market…
So what effect are all these factors having on the Upstream market? Can this market now be described as truly soft?
Well, rather like its Downstream counterpart, a more accurate description might be rapidly softening, but not yet
truly soft. If we also compare this market to the truly soft market of the late 1990s, we are not finding exactly the
same market conditions. To begin with, virtually the entire Upstream market was able to take advantage of some
very naïve primary reinsurance protection in that era, and that simply isn’t available in 2014. Furthermore, Lloyd’s
regulations have meant that it is no longer quite so financially viable for Lloyd’s syndicates to purchase significant
amounts of facultative reinsurance protection, so simply “turning” an entire portfolio by means of facultative
reinsurance protection is no longer a viable underwriting strategy. Like the Downstream market, we therefore see
no real pressure on retention levels, nor indeed any significant widening of existing policy forms.

...but no sign of the market “floor”
However, this does not mean that the Upstream market has found its “floor” and at the moment we can see no end
in sight to the existing softening market dynamic. Again, there is no way to determine just how long the softening
process is going to exist for – with the current benign loss record and glut of underwriting capacity, it could take a
very long time indeed to the situation to change. There can be little doubt that profits are still likely to be recorded
for 2014 (baring a run of catastrophic loses later in the year) but if there is no change in market dynamics the
market will look to 2015 with real apprehension. A key date will be January 1 2015, when the new year’s capacity
levels are established, annual reinsurance treaties have been purchased, the new OIL limits come into force and the
first renewals of 2015 are negotiated.

So – will buyers “stick” or “twist”?
In the meantime, buyers and their brokers are faced with a simple choice in order to reap maximum advantage from
these soft market conditions:
	
Do they abandon previous underwriter relationships and simply select the most competitive markets available?
Or
Do they continue to show loyalty to their existing leaders and reap the benefits in the long term over the course
	
of the whole market cycle?
The answer of course will depend from programme to programme, but perhaps the question cannot really be
answered until buyers are faced with a major complex loss; only at this stage can the benefits of a long term
relationship with key market risk partners really come into their own. In this market (which is something of a
novelty for many, especially those who have entered the market during the last 15 years or so) it will be vital for
buyers to strike the right balance between obtaining the most competitive terms possible and ensuring that they
remain well positioned in the event of any future market upturn.
For the insurers, any aspirations they may have of returning anywhere near to 100% of their technical rating
levels will have to be put on hold as they seek to maintain their position on key programmes. The most astute
underwriters will be the ones who, with management support, ensure they weather the downturn and are well
positioned to take advantage of any subsequent market hardening; the not so clever ones will follow the market
down, only to have to withdraw from the market when their management tells them it is no longer economic to
continue in the class – just as the market begins to turn.

Will Captives follow the market down?
Meanwhile, the market continues to face growing competition of more captive participation in key programmes,
and this could increase where captives benefit from the recently announced increase in Oil Insurance Limited’s
limits. The erosion of premium income from larger clients is the one thing the market fears most; should this
materialise within the next 12 months, then the pressures on the Upstream market will be greater than ever as
we head towards 2015.
However, we also have to consider the possibility that some captives will be reluctant to follow the market down any
further, and that may just catch some brokers unawares. There have been plenty of examples recently where brokers
have offered adventurous terms to clients, secure in the knowledge that only a relatively small percentage of the
programme actually needs to be placed in the commercial market; if the captive were to then elect not to participate on
such a competitively priced programme then more commercial market capacity would need to be found, and quickly.
Should this become a trend, it might alter the characteristics of the softening market environment quite significantly.

Will increased market movement affect dynamics even further?
Finally, with so much underwriter movement in the market (see table below) it will be interesting to see whether
any of these various re-deployments will affect market dynamics in the future.

Underwriter movements in the Upstream Energy market, April – July 2014
Underwriter
Neil Baldwin
Tracey Cattermole
Mark Fielding
Vanessa Hill
John Hopper
Robert Johnston
Ben Morris
Ian Picton
Lyndsey Smith
Susan Swails

From
Hardy London
Ascot London
Zurich London
Argenta London
AIG London
Navigators
Argo London
Marsh London
Chaucer London
AIG Houston

To
Outside insurance industry
Chaucer London
IGI London
Travellers London
ANV London
Amlin
Argo Singapore
XL Singapore
Chaucer Singapore
Houston International Insurance Group

DRAGONFLY THE LATEST CYBER-ATTACK ON
ENERGY INDUSTRY INFRASTRUCTURE
Virus targeting Industrial Control Systems across the globe –
but no physical attack yet
Further to our Special feature in our April 2014 Energy Market Review, leading security company Symantec has
recently reported that a hacking group which they have named Dragonfly that began targeting the energy industry
in early 2013 has now carried out a sustained campaign of attacks on Industrial Control Systems across Europe and
North America, including petroleum pipeline operators.
Symantec suggests that Dragonfly may well be state sponsored, given the complexity of its methods and tools. In
June 2013 the group managed to compromise several websites that were likely to be visited by those working in the
sector, which allowed them to drop their malware on unsuspecting visitors to the site. Later Dragonfly was able to
compromise three different industrial control system equipment providers, providing them with a beachhead into
the targeted organisation’s network.
To date, Symantec reports that Dragonfly has mainly been involved in spying on the organisations it has targeted,
although the company does believe that it has the ability to sabotage targets in much the same way as the Stuxnet
“worm” destroyed electrodes at Iran’s nuclear facility.
These attacks have been brought to light at a time when insurance coverage for any physical loss or damage to
energy infrastructure as a result of cyber-attack is still in its infancy – virtually all energy insurance markets
exclude physical damage as a result of cyber-attack by means of the imposition of clause CL 380. – please see our
Energy Market Review for more details.

“Symantec suggests that Dragonfly
may well be state sponsored, given
the complexity of its methods and tools.”

WILLIS TAKES OUR CLIENTS
'FURTHER ON UP THE ROAD'
IN AUSTIN
Topical risk management issues and insurance
market developments examined and discussed
as energy industry risk managers, insurers
and loss adjusters meet in Texas
At Willis’ third North American Energy conference, at the Hyatt
Regency Lost Pines resort near Austin, Texas last May, 120 delegates
from the energy and insurance industries gathered to examine
some of the major issues that are likely to be of interest to the
energy industry as it moves forward into the future. These included
regulatory and political issues regarding shale gas operations, crisis
management, further mutualisation of energy risk, the developing
role of analytics in energy risk management, emerging trends in the
various energy insurance markets and the view from a US attorney
as well as the Chief Economist of the American Petroleum Institute.
Opening the conference, Alistair Rivers, head of Willis Global
Natural Resources, spoke of the various geo-political dangers
facing energy companies in various parts of the world in which
they are seeking to invest, citing the recent example of a major
UK energy company which, because of political unrest in Egypt
had experienced major challenges in bringing in the personnel
and equipment needed to drill new wells at one of the country’s
offshore gas fields. He also paid tribute to the astonishing shale
gas revolution in North America. “Old facilities first constructed in
the boom years of the mid twentieth century are increasingly making
way for brand new chemical and petrochemical plants as well as gas
processing and gas to liquids facilities. As a result, insurers have
recognised this positive trend as offering an exciting new source
of premium revenue” he continued.

Joe Seeger (Willis Calgary, second from left) considers a question
from the floor, flanked by (l-r): Mark Rankin (Basic Industry Services),
Robert Stauffer (OIL) and moderator Mark Oakley (Willis Houston)

Moderator Neil Smith (Willis London, standing) makes a point to
AIG’s Robert Schimek (far left). Also on the panel (l-r): Carlos Carillo
(Allianz), Ric Pena (Zurich), David Hawksby (Talbot Validus), David
Breen (Infrassure) and Clive Magnus (Catlin).

Lori Brassell-Cicchini, ESIS Catastrophe Services
120 delegates at Willis’ third North American Energy conference
at the Hyatt Regency Lost Pines resort near Austin, TX

Once more Willis included interactive voting technology as a means
of enhancing the communication process between the speakers and
the delegates. Some of the more interesting results included:
	
Only half of the insurers represented at the conference agreed
with the statement that “The risks involved in drilling for shale
oil and gas are well understood by the North American energy
industry.” Less surprisingly, over 85% of energy industry
representatives were in agreement.
	
The majority of delegates (58%) thought that a major Gulf
of Mexico windstorm in 2014 - along the lines of Hurricane
Katrina - would be enough to turn the Energy property market
(interestingly, this is in contrast to our own opinions articulated
in the April 2014 Energy Market Review).
	
82% of conference delegates thought that mutuals such as Oil
Insurance limited remained relevant to the energy industry,
despite the current glut of capital in the traditional insurance
markets. Indeed by almost the same margin (83%), the
conference considered that the mutuals’ wide product offering,
including cyber-attack and broad form pollution will attract
more interest in the future from energy companies who had not
previously considered them.
Only 30% of energy industry delegates agreed that their
	
company was “currently optimizing its use of analytics within
its risk management strategy”, suggesting that there is much
more that brokers can do to assist clients in analyzing their risk
more thoroughly.
	
When asked if they agreed that “today’s energy company
liability insurance policies properly address the scope for
increased liability arising from continuing fracking activities in
North America”, over 60% of energy industry delegates agreed,
while (perhaps surprisingly) over 80% of insurers disagreed.
	
The majority of energy industry delegates (52%) agreed that
“Energy companies can’t manage their D&O risk properly
anymore because so much of it is out of the risk manager’s hands.”
	
94% of insurer delegates agreed that “Placing construction
coverage on a project-specific basis instead of relying on the
contractor’s annual program is generally more beneficial for
energy companies.”

Jackie Lyles, Rebellion Photonics

George Hutchings, Oil Insurance Limited

All set for the Casino Night: David Hunko (Cenovus Energy),
Dave Twaddle (Willis Calgary), Scott Irwin (ConocoPhillips)
and Ron Baron (Willis Houston)

Our next energy conference for Latin American clients
and markets is scheduled to be held in Cartagena, Colombia
from October 20-23.

Ready to do battle on the golf course: Carlos Carrillo (Allianz),
Reggie Dent (Starr Companies), Ron Baron (Willis Houston) and
John Weisner (ConocoPhillips)

A master-class in risk assessment: Clive Magnus (Catlin),
Jim Guild (Willis Houston) Susan Swails (shortly to join
HIIG Energy) and Mark Oakley (Willis Houston)

